INVESTIGATION RESULTS
Case Number AB092013
Saturday September 20, 2013
7:30 pm Start Time

Client Information:
Mike and Amanda Beck
216 Edgar Ave
Bloomsburg, PA 17815
570-394-8630 k
Investigation Team:
Lead Investigator

Richard Rozell
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ENVIORMENTAL INFORMATION
Geological:
Red sandstone, gray shale, black shale, limestone, and chert. Rock formations include shale,
Anthracite Coal and quartz crystals.
Bloomsburg, Columbia County, Pennsylvania (longitude W76.5, latitude N41.0)
Friday September 20, 2013
SUN
Begin civil twilight
Sunrise
Sunset
End civil twilight

Eastern Daylight Time
6:24
6:52
7:06
7:33

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Moonrise
Moonset
Moonrise
Moonset

MOON
7:04 p.m. on preceding day
8:06 a.m.
7:38 p.m.
9:11 a.m. on following day

Phase of the Moon on 20 September: waning gibbous with 98% of the Moon's visible disk illuminated. Full Moon
on 19 September 2013 at 7:13 a.m. Eastern Daylight Time.
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EQUIPMENT:
Digital Cameras (3)
Digital Cameras with Night Shot (3)
Full Spectrum Camera (1)
Digital Video Cameras with Night Vision (1)
Infrared DVR Camera System (1) with 4 cameras
Digital Audio Recorders (5)
“Real Time” Digital Audio Recorder (2)
Digital Infrared Thermometers (3)
HTO Detection System (3)
K II Meters (2)
EMF Meters (3)
Laser Curtin (2)
Ovulis X (1) (Experimental)
Ghost Box/Spirit Box (1) (Experimental)
INVESTIGATION NARRITIVE:
Our team arrived at the location. Lead Investigator, Rozell secured the building and identified the 1st floor
Kitchen as the Command Center. Pictures were taken of the outside of the building for a baseline. The
client briefed the team and updated them on occurrences in the home. The Team held an organizational
meeting to identify any operational changes and assign Teams and rotations for the evening.

The Teams were dispatched into their assigned areas where base line readings were taken and the
teams began their investigation. All three rotations lasted approximately 1:00 hour per rotation with a
fifteen minute break between the second and third rotation. A ten minute vigil was conducted at the
beginning of each rotation. The Client and family accompanied the team throughout the investigation and
participated in the “Group EVP” session. This session was conducted after the break between rotations
two and three.
Base Readings:
Location
Temp
EMF
Basement
73 degrees
.1
st
1 Floor
72 degrees
.1
nd
2 Floor
72 degrees
.2-.4
Our team then compiled the information and evidence to review later. We spent the next few weeks
reviewing, analyzing and reanalyzing all of the captured data.

EVIDENCE CAPTURED:
Electromagnetic Filed (EMF)/KII


None

Electronic Voice Phenomenon (EVP) (9 hours of audio)



Clip 8- When the client spoke about allowing the entity present to go home with an investigator
the EVP stated “yeah”
Clip 9- During a conversation between and investigator and the client someone replied “yeah” the
exact same voice as Clip 8 stated “yeah”.

Video Evidence
Basement IR Mini-cam (approx 16hours of video)
 On mantel in Living Room focused at picture that moves.
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No evidence found on this camera

Night Owl DVR System (4 cameras) (approx 6 hours of video)
Camera Locations:
 Lower Level
 Living Room
 Front Room
 Children’s Bedroom


All 9 clips were captured by the camera in the Front Room

Digital Cameras (To include standard, Infrared, Full Spectrum) (approx 1000 photos taken)


There were several pictures taken of “orbs”. These were significant in comparison to the other
orbs as these appear to be dense have structure and be concentrated in the same areas of
the room (Living Room) all evening.

Temperature:


No significant temperature fluctuations were reported by the investigative team

Ghost Box:



Clip 4- Investigator questions entity if they know they are dead—reply is two separate voices
stating dead…later in the clip another voice again states “Dead”.
Clip 5—Investigator asks if you know what year you died—the reply is two voices (one male
and one female) stating “three”

HTO (Haunted Trigger Object) Detection System:


Clips 1, 2, 3, 6, and 7 demonstrated HTO responses to requests made by the investigator

Personal Experience:






In Living Room during first rotation an Investigator felt touched.
In the Living Room the same Investigator felt that there was someone present on their right.
During the second rotation in the basement an investigator conducted a successful flashlight
session where questions are answered with an entity turning on or off a flashlight on
command. The flashlight responded appropriately to answers however it was not within
coverage of the DVR camera in the basement.
Radio interference was experienced on all 10 channels utilized on the CRPT team’s portable
radios throughout the evening.

FINDINGS/CLOSURE OF CASE:
Our team reviewed the evidence we captured on still digital cameras (standard, Infrared and full
spectrum), audio EVP recordings, Video cameras with Night Shot capability, DVR System and personal
experiences.
Several items come into play when deciding if this location is haunted or not. These considerations
include the evidence collected, the personal experiences of the team, the personal experiences of the
clients and the history of the home and its occupants.
Beginning with the “Orbs” captured by the client in the past and the investigators this particular evening.
“Orb” photography and “Orbs” in general continue to be at the very best controversial in the Paranormal
Field. There is no doubt that the objects photographed by the client and the team are significantly
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different than those we most often discount. While we are not ready to say that these objects are alone
significant their sheer presence cannot be totally discounted.
The same room where these “orbs” were photographed is the same area where Investigators reported
the feelings of being touched; furthermore it is the room that the family has described the majority of the
activity. Again this is something alone that is significant but these “personal experiences cannot be totally
discounted.
While the flashlight session in the basement is significant the inability of it to be properly documented
leaves to much area for ridicule and questions of independent observers into the validity of the session.
However as with the other personal experiences this as well as the radio interference that all parties
present experienced must be added into the equation when examining the probability of a “haunting”
The most significant piece of evidence this evening took place in the front room of the home during the
final rotation of the night. An investigator utilizing the HTO, and a “Ghost Box” conducted an elongated
EVP session where there were, documented by a digital recorder, DVR IR Camera and several witness,
on and off during the session, to include the clients. This session yielded several EVP’s, Ghost Box
responses and seemingly appropriate responses from the HTO. Needless to say these 9 video/audio
clips are the most significant and tangible pieces of evidence.
The REAL question you as the client have…is our house haunted? .Our Team does not deem a location
“haunted” on a whim but only with substantial evidence. The investigation on September 20, 2013 yielded
a significant amount of evidence that the team was not able to debunk or otherwise explain. It is important
to note that much of this evidence occurred in one area and during a short amount of time (approximately
one hour).
This being said the Coal Region Paranormal Team believes that with the amount of “personal
nd
Experiences” and the significant amount of evidence captured during the 2 third rotation in the Living
Room of the home to say the residence at 216 Edgar Ave, Bloomsburg, PA is indeed HAUNTED. Further
it appears that the Haunting is of the intelligent type. This determination was made due to the amount
and type of response received during the session conducted in the front room. It is important for you to
note that this entity present does not appear to be of a negative or malevolent type. As long as you
remain firm and establish boundaries it appears that your coexistence with this entity should be a
peaceful one.
The Coal Region Paranormal Team is would like the opportunity in the near future to conduct a follow up
investigation in an attempt to further identify the entity and to verify our findings.
If you have any questions, further requests or need for our services please call us at any time.
Respectfully Submitted,
FOR THE COAL REGION PARANORMAL TEAM

Richard S. Rozell, Lead Investigator
Coal Region Paranormal Team
Certified Ghost Researcher (IGHS)
Certified Paranormal Investigator (IGHS)
Attached:
Copies of Investigation Report document
Copy of Evidence
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